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１．UNI COIN Project Overview
This project is a new concept cryptocurrency project aimed at protecting investors from
current situation in the cryptocurrency market.
The tasks of an individual cryptocurrency issuer company include fundraising, building
a business, creating a whitepaper, generating and securing tokens, market making,
wallet development and management, and IR delivery. In order to carry out all of these
tasks, knowledge and technical know-how in the ever-evolving cryptocurrency industry
are required in addition to essential business construction.
In this project, except fundraising, business development and creating whitepapers tasks,
companies that issue cryptocurrencies will work together as a community (UNI COIN
GROUP) to create a market by collaborating to support each other in the value of tokens,
to realize business and protect investors.
In addition, we fully support the start-up of new businesses by providing financial
support using cryptocurrency and supporting tasks related to cryptocurrency free of
charge to those who wish to start new businesses.
In addition, in the venture capital business, a specialized team manages investment
funds in the cryptocurrency, earns the return on investment, and returns it to investors
as a dividend.
"UNI COIN" issued by the Community (UNI COIN GROUP) will be the key currency for
this project, and will be called "Cryptocurrencies with new concept".

２．Current Situation and Challenges in the Cryptographic
Currency Market
The cryptocurrency market, which began with bitcoin transactions in 2009, peaked in
December 2017 (Over US $20,000) and attracted public attention.
There are now more than 1000 cryptocurrencies, and it is said that new cryptocurrencies
are still increasing all over the world.
The ICO (Initial Coin offering), which is said to have started in 2013, is used as a
relatively easy way for operating companies to procure funds for new businesses. On the
other hand, there are ICOs that use this method to procure funds only for businesses
with no substance. The trend over the past few years has been that there are many ICOs
whose purpose are just procuring funds, and as a result, buyers who participate in ICO
have significantly reduced their assets.
What is the challenge at ICO;
1．Issues for ICO Operating Companies
Some companies use ICO just as a fundraising tool and do not do actual business.
As the distrust of ICO could not be dispelled, it was not possible to raise funds by taking
advantage of the merits of ICO, and capital investment in the business of epoch-making
and advanced technologies and services was stopped.
The stricter regulations in each country make it difficult for the ICO itself to be
implemented.
2．Challenges for ICO buyers of cryptocurrencies
Buyers reduced their assets by participating in ICO.
It is difficult to determine which ICO company is reliable.
3．Issues for the ICO industry
The time has come for a fundamental solution to the ICO method itself.
In recent years, the ICO has been replaced by new financing methods such as IEO (Initial
Exchange offering) and STO (Security Token Offering) gradually, but the ICO has been
the starting point for the basic concept.

３．What is "UNI COIN"?
“UNI COIN” is a cryptocurrency issued by the Community (UNI COIN GROUP) and is
the key currency operated of the Community (UNI COIN GROUP).
Partner exchanges can trade BTC, ETH and USDT as currency pairs.

Figure 1: Relationship between coins and exchanges belonging to the UNI COIN GROUP
Companies that issue cryptocurrencies using UNI COIN can reduce costs and diversify
risks by using a common platform with which the UNI COIN GROUP has partnered,
including listing on exchanges, wallet development and management, and IR
distribution.
A cryptocurrency that is a member of "UNI COIN GROUP" is traded by transaction
mining (matching bonus) for the same cryptocurrency that is a member of "UNI COIN
GROUP" and the cryptocurrency that is a member is automatically granted as a bonus
every day. This greatly increases the number of cryptocurrency holders.

Figure 2: Transaction Mining (matching bonus)
Companies that issue cryptocurrencies that are members of the "UNI COIN GROUP"
expand their recognition by mutually distributing IR information.

Figure 3: IR Distribution Platform

４．Business Profile
The main 5 businesses of the Community "UNI COIN GROUP" are as follows.
1. Issue and manage UNI COIN
2. Recruitment and screening of cryptocurrency issuers belonging to the UNI COIN
GROUP
3. Support after joining the UNI COIN GROUP (Refer to the following for details.)
/ Listing on an exchange
->Reducing listing costs and easing procedures
/ Market Making
->price stabilization at the time of listing
/ Developing and Managing Wallets
->Reduces wallet development and administration costs by installing it in a common
wallet
/ IR distribution
->Streamline information distribution (IR) by distributing IR information between
member companies using a common method
/ Offering Transaction Mining (matching bonus)
->Increase trading volume and mutual recognition of coins by automatically
distributing membership coins as bonuses when trading with partner exchanges
As an additional support after joining, we will recommend to major exchanges
according to the results of the above exchanges.
In order to participate in the "UNI COIN GROUP" and conduct sound business
operations, we conduct examinations based on the following membership conditions.
<Membership condition>
Must be an ERC based Token
The business purpose of ICO is clear.
Ability to pay for Community membership fee and monthly fees
No connection with antisocial forces
<Target number of participants>
2019: 30 companies
2020: 30 companies (total: 60 companies)

4. Support for start-up of new business (Refer to the following for details.)
/ Business feasibility review
-> Supported by a professional third party
/ Generate cryptocurrencies (Includes Smart contract and security)
/ Support for Etherscan application
/ Support for website and Whitepaper creation
/ Developing and Managing Wallets
-> Reduces wallet development and administration costs by installing it in a common
wallet
/ Listing on cryptocurrency exchanges
-> Listing on member cryptocurrency exchange "Central"
/ Community building support
/ Spread of cryptocurrencies
-> Acquisition of holders through transaction mining
-> Increase awareness through IR distribution on a common platform
/ Support for media promotion
/ Market Making
-> price stabilization at the time of listing
/ Introduction of alliances and investment destinations
We will accept applications at any time under the following conditions.
<Conditions of participation>
1) A business model based on new ideas
2) The model must be profitable
3) "UNI COIN GROUP" and passing the review by a third party
4) Being able to exclusively engage in business
5) Membership in "UNI COIN GROUP"
5. Venture capital business (Refer to the following for details.)
Our professional team earns revenue along with the growth of the companies and
businesses we invest by investing in potential companies and businesses from among
venture companies around the world.
/ Investment target
IPO, crowdfunding, M & A, new business etc.

/ Details of the investment case
IPO projects, real estate investment, energy business, medical related business,
financial related business, IT related business etc.

Figure 4: Investment management scheme
/ Investment funds
The investment funds are the cryptographic currencies Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum
(ETH) or Tether (USDT).
If you send money to UNI COIN GROUP VC's dedicated wallet, it will be converted to
1 UNI COIN VC (5 USD) in the investment fund dedicated wallet and then operated.
Minimum investment amount: 500 USD

Figure 5: Investment funds
/ Investment funds
The investment funds are the cryptographic currencies Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum
(ETH) or Tether (USDT).
If you send money to UNI COIN GROUP VC's dedicated wallet, it will be converted to
1 UNI COIN VC (5 USD) in the investment fund dedicated wallet and then operated.

/ Operation management
The investment situation uses the block chain and secures transparency by disclosing
information such as “investment amount” and “operation situation”.

Figure 6: Blockchain management scheme
The following information can be confirmed in the dedicated individual management
page.
Main Display Items of Dedicated Management Page>
・Investment amount UNI COIN VC (number display)
・Display of investment destination information and display of investment amount
・Indication of investment ratio
・Payment ratio indication
・Operation status display
/ Dividend
Dividends will be received at BTC.
The dividend timing varies depending on the short-term, medium-term and long-term
investment destinations.
Example 1) In the case of IPO, it will be a dividend after the stock listing.
Example 2) In the case of business investment, it will be a regular dividend
/ Cancellation
It applies and returns the transaction rate of the cryptocurrency at the time of
cancellation at UNI COIN. (Avoid operating risk)

5．Operating income
Operating revenues from "UNI COIN GROUP" are as follows.
*a fee that companies issuing cryptocurrencies pay to join the "UNI COIN GROUP"
*membership continuation expense
*investment in member cryptocurrencies
*Investment in new business support
"UNI COIN GROUP" invests in the participating cryptocurrencies for a fraction of the
membership fee paid.
*Investment in venture capital business
In addition, we invest in various businesses for new business support and venture capital
business.
By investing in each of these businesses, you will earn business income and dividends
from the investee.

６．Why not ICO?
“UNI COIN GROUP” operates as a community, so unlike the tipical ICO cryptocurrency
issuers, the operating organization can operate with minimal effort.
The system development, management, and maintenance and operation necessary for
the operation of the system can be carried out only with the membership fee for the
community and the membership continuation fee, so ICO is not necessary.

７．Token information
Token Name

: UNI COIN

Token symbols

: UNI

Token logo

:

Total issued

: 1 billion UNI

Contract address : 0xE6877ea9C28fBDeC631ffBc087956d0023A76bF2
Listing schedule:
April 2019 “CRYPTO TOWER”
June 2019 “OKUBIT” “BCEX” “OEX”
Official Web Site:
https://www.uni-c.io/
Partner exchange:
"CRYPTO TOWER” Currency pair: BTC, ETH
https://crypto-tower.com/
“OKUBIT”

Currency pair: USDT

https://www.okubit.com/
“BCEX”

Currency pair: USDT

https://www.bcex.ca/
“OEX”

Currency pair: ETH

https://www.oex.com/

８．FAQs
Q: Can I purchase “UNI COIN” on the “UNI COIN” web site (https://www.uni-c.io/)?
A: No could not. UNI COIN can only be purchased on the exchange. The purchase is
made from BTC, ETH or USDT, the major cryptocurrencies.
Partner Exchange: “CRYPTO TOWER” https://crypto-tower.com/
“OKUBIT”

https://www.okubit.com/

“BCEX”

https://www.bcex.ca/

“OEX”

https://www.oex.com/

Q: Please tell me a wallet where I can store “UNI COIN”.
A: “UNI COIN” is a token built on Ethereum’s ERC 20 base. You can save the token to
the wallet which could store Ethereum such as MyEtherWallet. You can also store in
more secure hard wallets such as Ledger and Tether.
Q: Sent to the wrong address, can I cancel it? Is there any compensation?
A: There is no cancellation or compensation for transmission. UNI COIN transactions to
the wrong address cannot be returned and UNI COIN does not guarantee it.
Please make sure to check the address before sending.
Q: How many copies of “UNI COIN” will be issued?
A: 1 billion UNI
Q: What contract address of “UNI COIN”.
A: 0xE6877ea9C28fBDeC631ffBc087956d0023A76bF2

９．Roadmap
2018/12

UNI COIN Project launched

2019/1-

Opened for participation in UNI COIN Project cryptocurrency (First Period)

2019/4

UNI COIN Token Generation

2019/4

Whitepaper Released

2019/4

Listed on a cryptocurrency exchange (CRYPTO TOWER)

2019/6/1

UNI COIN GROUP cryptocurrency listed (First Period)

2019/6/15

Listed on a cryptocurrency exchange (OKUBIT)

2019/6/21

Listed on a cryptocurrency exchange (BCEX)

2019/6/28

Start of development in Asia

2019/6/30

Listed on a cryptocurrency exchange (OEX)

2019/6-

UNI COIN Project Member cryptocurrency offer starts (Phase 2)

2019/7/18

Start of the venture support program

2019/7/25

Start of the venture capital business

2019/9

UNI COIN GROUP cryptocurrency listed (Phase 2)

